Témák szakdolgozóknak
Alább található az általam meghírdetett témák leírása. A leírások angolul
vannak. A szakdolgozatot nem kell angolul írni, sőt eltekintve néhány esettől ezt nem is javaslom. Az ok amiért mégis angolul vannak a leírások az
az, hogy aki ezeket nem érti annak semmiképpen nem érdemes hozzám jönni
szakdolgozni, mert a szakirodalom is angolul lesz.
Mielőtt úgy döntenél, hogy te mindenképp egyik vagy másik témából
szeretnél szakdolgozni, kérlek keress rá a témára az interneten, hogy ne legyen
csalódás belőle. Megadtam néhány tájékoztató jellegű adatot, hogy mennyire
tartom nehéznek az egyes témákat. Semmiképp ne válassz olyan témát aminél nagyobb szám van, mint a legrosszabb jegyed az utolsó félévben, sőt
inkább legyen a legrosszabb jegyed 1-gyel nagyobb már ha van erre egyáltalán
lehetőség.
Egy évben legfeljebb két diák témavezetését vállalom. Ha egy témából valaki
szakdolgozatot ír, akkor azt a témát néhány évig nem lehet választani, ez meg
lesz jelölve a témánál.
Témák:
(1) Spectral graph theory: walks on graphs
(2) Spectral graph theory: strongly regular graphs
(3) Spectral graph theory: Laplacian eigenvalues and spanning trees
(4) Spectral graph theory: pseudorandom graphs
(5) Graph polynomials: chromatic polynomial
(6) Graph polynomials: matching and independence polynomial
(7) Combinatorial sequences as moment sequences of probability distributions
(8) Extremal regular graphs
(9) Hyperplane arrangements
(10) Symmetric structures in 24 dimensions
(11) Ramanujan graphs
(12) Nonabelian Fourier-analysis
(13) Sphere packings in 8 and 24 dimensions
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1. Spectral graph theory: walks on graphs
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 2/5
Required knowledge: linear algebra
Number of walks on graphs can be eﬃciently computed via the adjacency
matrix of a graph. In return walks give various properties of the eigenvalues
of the adjacency matrix.
The goal of the thesis would be to collect some of these results.
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2. Spectral graph theory: strongly regular graphs
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 3/5
Required knowledge: linear algebra
Strongly regular graphs are deﬁned with some simple properties about the
number of common neighbors of various vertices and are described by 4 parameters: (n, d, a, b), where n is the number of vertices, the graph is d-regular,
and if two vertices are adjacent then they have a common neighbors and if
they are not adjacent then they have b common neighbors.
This simple deﬁnition gives rise to a particularly interesting graph class.
The small strongly regular graphs are very symmetric. There are some results
which (n, d, a, b) admits the existence of a strongly regular graph, mostly these
results are deduced by linear algebraic tools.
The goal of the thesis would be to collect some of these results together with
various nice constructions of strongly regular graphs.
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3. Spectral graph theory: Laplacian eigenvalues and spanning
trees
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 3/5
Required knowledge: linear algebra
The Laplacian-matrix L of a graph G on vertices is deﬁned as follows: Lii =
di for vertex i, and Lij = −aij , where aij is the number of edges between vi and
vj . The Laplacian-matrix is a positive deﬁnite matrix, it is best known about
its connection with the number of spanning trees, but also plays important
roles in electric networks and even in graph drawing. The goal of the thesis
would be to collect some of these results.
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4. Spectral graph theory: pseudorandom graphs
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 3/5, Msc 2/5
Required knowledge: linear algebra
A graph G is (n, d, λ)-pseudorandom if it has n vertices, d–regular and
max(λ2 , −λn ) ≤ λ, where the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix are d =
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn .
Many statements about random graphs have a natural analogue about pseudorandom graphs with suﬃciently small λ. The goal of the thesis would be
to collect some of these results together with some applications in computer
science.
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5. Graph polynomials: chromatic polynomial
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 2-4/5, Msc 3/5 or 5/5
The chromatic polynomial ch(G, q) counts the number of proper colorings
with q colors. It turns out that it is indeed a polynomial.
The goal of the thesis would be to collect the basic properties of the chromatic polynomial. The diﬃculty varies what kind of theorems one includes, for
instance, the proof of Sokal’s theorem on the absolute value of the largest zero
is non-trivial. If one plans to include June Huh’s result on the log-concavity
of the coeﬃcients of the polynomial then the diﬃculty level is 5 even for an
Msc student (and I don’t suggest it for a Bsc student).
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6. Graph polynomials: matching and independence polynomial
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 3/5, Msc 2/5.
The matching polynomial µ(G, x) of a graph G on n vertices is deﬁned as
follows:
n
∑
µ(G, x) =
(−1)k mk (G)xn−2k ,
k=0

where mk (G) denotes the number of matchings of size k. It turns out that this
polynomial has only real zeros. There is a similarly deﬁned graph polynomial
called the independence polynomial:
n
∑
I(G, x) =
(−1)k ik (G)xk ,
k=0

where ik (G) denotes the number of independent sets of size k. The two polynomials are related to each other in many ways.
The goal of the thesis would be to collect the basic properties of the matching
and independence polynomials.
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7. Combinatorial sequences as moment sequences of probability
distributions
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 3/5, Msc 3/5
Required courses and skills: Probability theory and some programming skill
It turns out that many notable combinatorial sequences, like the Catalannumbers or the central binomial coeﬃcients, are moment sequences of certain
probability distributions. In other words, for the sequence (cn )∞
n=1 there is a
probability measure ρ such that
∫
cn =
xn dρ(x).
R

There are some conditions which describe when a sequence can be a moment
sequence of a probability measure and how we can get back the density function
(if exists) of the probability distribution from the moment sequence under
certain conditions.
The goal of the thesis would be to collect these theorems and search for
such sequences in the Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences and to determine the
corresponding density function in case of some interesting sequences. Some
programming skill can be helpful for automatic search in the database.
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8. Extremal regular graphs
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 3-5/5 and Msc 2-4/5
Let G be a graph, and let I(G) denote the number of independent sets.
Alon conjectured and Kahn and Zhao proved that for any d–regular graph G
we have
I(G)1/v(G) ≤ I(Kd,d )1/v(Kd,d ) ,
where v(G) is the number of vertices of G, and Kd,d is the complete bipartite
graph on d + d vertices.
There are many similar results in the literature. It turns out that in many
cases Kd,d , the complete graph Kd+1 , or somewhat surprisingly the inﬁnite
d–regular tree is the extremal graph among d–regular graphs. An example for
the last case is a theorem of Schrijver: let pm(G) be the number of perfect
matchings then if G is a d–regular bipartite graph on 2n vertices then
(
)n
(d − 1)d−1
pm(G) ≥
.
dd−2
The mysterious constant comes from the inﬁnite d–regular tree. Similar theorem holds true for the number of spanning trees of d–regular graphs.
The diﬃculty level of this topic heavily depends on the results included in
the thesis.
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9. Hyperplane arrangements
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 3/5 and Msc 3/5
A hyperplane arrangement is simply a set of hyperplanes in some Rd . There
are many natural questions: how many regions do the hyperplanes cut the
space into? How many of these regions are bounded? It turns out that many
of these questions can be easily answered using the characteristic polynomial
associated to the hyperplane arrangement. This is an algebraically deﬁned
invariant.
The goal of the thesis would be to collect various results on hyperplane
arrangements.
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10. Symmetric structures in 24 dimensions
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 4/5, Msc 3/5
Suggested course: Symmetric structures
There are various symmetric objects of diﬀerent ﬁelds of mathematics which
turn out to be intimately related to each other: Golay-codes (coding theory),
Witt-designs (designs), Mathieu-groups (group theory) and Leech-lattice (geometry). Practically, these objects are the manifestations of the very same
symmetricity phenomenon. Even the derived symmetric structures are very
exotic like the Higman-Sims strongly regular graph or the system of 276 equiangular lines in 23 dimensions.
The goal of the thesis would be to describe the various objects and their
relationships to each other.
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11. Ramanujan graphs
Diﬃculty level: Bsc 5/5, Msc 4/5
Required knowledge: some spectral graph theory and some number theory
√
Ramanujan-graphs are d–regular graphs for which max(λ2 , −λn ) ≤ 2 d − 1.
This means that Ramanujan-graphs
are the best possible expanders since for
√
any constant c < 2 d − 1 there are only ﬁnitely many graphs for which
max(λ2 , −λn ) ≤ c according to the Alon-Boppana theorem.
We know that there are inﬁnitely many Ramanujan-graphs for d = pα + 1,
and for any d there are inﬁnitely many bipartite Ramanujan-graphs (note
that
√ for bipartite graphs one has to modify the deﬁnition only requiring λ2 ≤
2 d − 1).
The goal of the thesis would be to collect some fundamental theorems
about Ramanujan-graphs (Alon-Boppana theorem, expander mixing lemma)
and some constructions (Phillips-Sarnak-Lubotzky and Marcus-Spielman-Srivastava).
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12. Nonabelian Fourier-analysis
Diﬃculty level: Msc 5/5
Required courses: Representation theory of ﬁnite groups and Exponential
sums in number theory
Let G be a ﬁnite group. A set A is called product-free if ab ̸= c for any
a, b, c ∈ A. It is easy to show that in any abelian group the size of the largest
product-free set is at least 72 |G|. On the other hand, Gowers showed that in
G = SL2 (q), the size of the largest product-free set is at most O(|G|8/9 ). He
proved it via the machinery of nonabelian Fourier-analysis.
The goal of the thesis would be to explore various applications of the nonabelian Fourier-analysis.
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13. Sphere packings in 8 and 24 dimensions
Diﬃculty level: Msc 5/5
Required courses: Complex function theory and Special functions
The sphere packing problem in d dimensions seeks for the densest possible
arrangement of unit spheres in Rd in such a way that the interiors of the
spheres are disjoint. This problem has been solved in the following cases:
d = 1 (trivial), d = 2 (not very very hard, but somewhat tricky), d = 3 (the
proof is humanly non-checkable, but it is good), and very recently for d = 8
and d = 24. The best arrangements in the last two cases are to place the
centers of the spheres to the points of the E8 lattice and the Leech-lattice,
respectively.
The goal of thesis would be to understand the proofs of the last two cases.
There is an extra research problem here: the corresponding auxiliary function
used in the proofs of d = 8 and d = 24 is not known for the case d = 2 in spite
of the fact that it should exist.

